
D-pad and button pad

Make anything you have to use from a controller or whatever (eg d-pad and button pad) as thin as you can, for example, if
you can trim them down by 2mm, then when the assembly goes under the case (1-2mm or so thick) the end result is the
button sticks out about as much as before.

..to..

I found a good way to sand this down was to press it against an electric sander by a piece of hard foam, or similar. This
means you can sand the component down safely without catching your fingers on the sander. Reduce the height down as
much as you can.

A good idea, when you have more than one button hole to cut and the holes must be precisely in the right place is firstly to
mark out the holes precisely, eg:



Then put the thinned d-pad assembly in place using blu-tac or similar (any other removable putty type). This means you can
then test the holes as you cut them out and make minor corrections to filing as needed. If the holes aren't done precisely then
the d-pad will get stuck.

...and get this:



For the 4 button pad, same principle. I used a third party controller, one of these, although you can use whatever you like:

As the button area is flat, however, the ones on an official PSone controller are flat enough. Personal choice, you can easily
use an official controller; or for that matter, a d-pad cross if you prefer to the Sony style - a standard d-pad cross is good.



For the start and select buttons, used the ones from a PSone controller (again, trim down thinner). Doesn’t matter if you use
these or any other buttons you like on a different controller - just down to choice.



Shoulder buttons

Best idea is to mount them on the case base, where they feel comfortable to use. You can put them against the joysticks, as I
did on my first IntoPlay console, but frankly, they are better positioned under the console.I also used the shoulder buttons
from the PSone controller, it would have been better to use flatter ones as they buttons move easier.

Errors

If you make any errors in the case cutting, use some putty to fill it (eg Mighty Putty), then sand when dry to be completely
smooth. I made this error above - sanded the area in pic above down further after this pic was taken.

Making the perspex inner

The way to secure the two case halves together is to use screws, as normal, however using screws and screw posts is not the
solution, as the two case halves will flex when the system is being held. What we need to do is reinforce the cases by
making an inner shape (for both case halves) with perspex. This will provide a lot of extra strength, stop flexing, and give a
good base to secure the two case halves together as when the perspex layers are screwed together, the cases will be held
together. Unusual method which I thought up, but works really effectively.

Use the template (in kit) for you to cut out and use - one for case top and one for case bottom sections.

Stick in place with hot glue. I used putty in the pics, didn't stick to the plastic, so don't use it for this, use hot glue instead.

A good idea to secure the two case halves together, through the two perspex sheets, is to use the screw posts and screws
from a controller - custom made after all. Glue them in place securely with epoxy glue or similar to keep them steadfast.



Spray painting

When all the holes are made and the case top is done, use some quality spray paint to paint the case.

Some use Kyron Fusion, however I can't get it in the UK; so using another quality type: Plasti-Kote.

Always use light coverings, several coats are better than a couple of thick ones. Read the labels on the spray paint cans!

Use a dry cloth to remove any dust particles from the case.

A good method is to stick something behind the case so it is elevated and will get better spray painting; I used the cardboard
from toilet rolls for this as they are domed. Just use something like blu-tac to keep it in place.

Apply a couple of coats of primer spray paint first (allow about 10 mins between coats), then several thin layers of coloured
spray paint (leaving about 30 mins between each coat - BTW I used porcelain as the colour which is a pale cream type
shade), leave overnight to dry properly; then apply three good coats of clear varnish spray paint (about 30 mins between
coats).





After done, leave overnight before handling.



Adding decals

The decals have had 4 thin sprays with varnish to preserve them, as it said in the instructions, if you don't do that then the
ink can come off when put into water.

Decals in kit are a bit different to this; I have provided the clear type of decals for the logos as above and a piece of white
backed decal paper (you can make it clear with varnish, instructions included) if you want to make your own.
It is just a case then of cutting the items off the sheet, fairly close to the image edges and putting into a bowl of cold water
for 30 seconds, then applying to the case.

Using small pieces, you can remove it entirely from the paper backing before putting onto the case, with larger pieces you
need to slide it off the paper onto the case to stop it sagging. The item can be adjusted in place; when done, use a tissue to
lightly press it into place and remove the water residue.

It says to leave the decals in water to soak for 30 seconds before removal to place onto case; however I find 40 seconds
better. When doing larger decals, leave it about 55 seconds, not enough for the plastic to separate from the paper, but as it
starts to - easier then to place.



The principles for making the case front are of course the same as for the back.

I will have to post a section on each project using this casing to show how to make the casing for each system, as they are
all different - some systems use CD’s some cartridges (of various sizes); each have different boards so different heights and
sizes and issues to address.



Revision - decided it is better to have the screen slightly higher (central) and swap the positions of the joysticks and
speakers, as the speakers can sit on top of the screen and it gives plenty of space to mount the joysticks. Using the joysticks
in that position is also better, I feel. Up to you though!

As you see in the pic below, there is space to do this fine (visualise the speakers and joysticks swapped over):




